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corporation of Delaware 5 

Filed May1,1959,Ser. No.819,304 
5 Ciaims,(CI.229?86) 

The presentinvention relatesgenerallyto containers or 
packages;and more eSpecially to fiexible containers that 10 
are made from sheets or Webs of thin flexible materials, 
Such as paper,foil,plastic,or combinations of these ma 
terials. 

In the art of making containers,it is well known to 
start with a web whichis unwound from a roll as a fiat 15 
element and is fed continuouslyinto a machine wherein 
the Web is Shaped around a tubular mandrel to aSSume a 
tubular formation. Portions along opposite Sides of the 
Web are brought together in forming the tube and are 
Subsequentlyjoined togetherin a Suitable mannerto form 
a Seam that extends longitudinally ofthe web. One wel 
known type of Seam is the overlapping Seam in which 
marginal portions along opposite edges of the Web are 
brought into overlapping relation and then Sealed to 
gether. This Seam and apparatus for makingitare well 
Known in the art and are disclosed in U.S. Patent No. 
2,741,079 issued April 10,1956,to R. Rausing for"Ap 
paratus for Continuous Production of Filled and Sealed 
Tetrahedral Packages of Paper orthe Like.° 

After the web is formed into a tube,the material to 30 
bepackagedis fedinto the tube. Theindividualpackages 
are then completed by making Spaced Seals extending 
tranSVerSely acrOSS the tube atintervals along the length 
of the tube. If Successive transwerse seals are all lo 
cated in a common plane,the package produced is a fat 
envelope-type package If the Successive Seals are located 
in planes at Substantialy90°to one another,asis shown 
in the Rausing patentreferred to above,the packages pro 
duced have a tetrahedralshape. Packages ofothershapes 
may likewise be produced from the tube into which the 
fiat web has been formed, 
The overlapping type of longitudinal seam has been 

Widely used for many reasonsin makingpackages from a 
continuous Web. However,a Seam ofthistype hassome 
Serious disadvantages. For example,in the case of webs 
which are sealed bythe application of heat and pressure, 
it is necessary to use a web whichis heat-sealable on two 
Sides. This requirement exists because of the overlapping 
character of the Seam. This requirement imposes a 
Severe limitation upon the range of materials that may be 
uSed for making containers since by far the largest pro 
portion of webs now commercially available for making 
containers are heat-Sealable on one side only. 

Another Serious disadvantage of a longitudinal Seam 
of the overlapping type is a condition commonly referred 
to in the trade as"wicking." To understand this problem 
it Should be realized that the Web or stock from whichis 
made a container of the type with which we are here 
concerned,is frequently of a characterto absorb liquids. 
In the case of laminated webs consisting oftwo or more 
layers of diferent materials,one of the inner layers,con 
tributing thickness and stifness to the web, may be 
moderately absorbent. Such a layeris usually made of 
paper or other cellulosic material. Itis common practice 
to coat the absorbent layer with a layer of moisture 
resistant material which makes the web heat-Sealable and 
prevents direct contact between the liquid contents and 
the absorbent layer. However,when the conventional 
overlapping Sealisused,this barrierto moisture,provided 
by the moisture-resistant inner coatingis broken at the 70 
cut edge of the stock which is exposed on the inside of 
the containerto the iquid contents,Atthiscutedge,the 
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abSOrbent layer can absorb enough liquid thatits Softens 
or disintegrates,weakening the longitudinal seam and 
eventually causingit to leak. 
In general,the longitudinal Seam presents something 

of a problemin a container made from a continuous web 
because of the desire to make the seam asinconspicuous 
as possible. In a container of tetrahedral shape it is 
deSired to have the Seam entirely on one side of the con 
tainer. It will be noted thatinthe container ofthis Shape 
disclosed in the Rausing patent mentioned above,the 
1ongitudinal Seam crosses part oftwo of the four sides of 
the container and as a resultis always visible to Some 
extent. When the seam is on one Side only,it can be 
hidden by resting the container upon that side. A par 
ticular advantage of this construction is that the entire 
area of the remaining three sides is free for printing,art 
Work,or Similar displays. To locate the longitudinal 
Seam entirely on one Side of a tetrahedron,the Seam must 
Start at one end of one of the transverse Seals. When 
the Seamis formed by overlapping the web andis located 
at the end of a transverse seal a fold at the end of the 
tranSVerse Seal must be made through three orfourthick 
nesSes of the web. This thickness of stock resists folding 
and is hard to perform Satisfactorily in high speed ma 
chines. Thereis a markedtendencyforthe Seam to break 
open at Such a fold,causing the package to leak. 

Thereforeit becomes a general object of my invention 
to provide a container,made from a continuous web of 
thin flexible material,with a longitudinal seam such that 
no cut edge of the web is exposed to the contents and 
therefore the container wallis not subject to wicking or 
the absorption ofliquid from the contents, 
Another object of the invention is to provide a con 

tainer With a longitudinal Seam that has the above ad 
Vantages and that permits the container to be manu 
factured from Webs that can be heat Sealed on one side 
only. 
A further object of the inventionisto provide a longi 

tudinal Seam construction which enables the container to 
be made with transverse Seals requiring folding of only 
a Single thickness of web and formed by the application 
of heat and preSSure for closing the ends of the tube. 
Another object of the invention is to provide a con 

tainer having a longitudianl Seam which leaves the maxi 
mum number of sides of the container free for printing, 
art Work,or the like. 

Another object of the invention is to provide a Seam 
construction for a container of the character described 
which permits incorporation in the Seam of novel means 
for progressively opening the container at the Seam. 
The above objects of the invention have been attained 

in a preferred form of container comprising a web of 
thin,fiexible material formed into a tube with opposite 
1ongitudinal edges of the web broughtinto abutting rela 
tion. A Sealing strip is located inside the tube and is 
Sealed to marginal portions of the web adjoining both 
edegs to form a longitudinal seam extending for the 
length of the tube and closing the tube. The package 
is completed by spaced closure means ateachend of the 
tube. While notnecessariylimited to any specific means, 
Such closure preferably consists of marginal portions of 
the tube heat Sealed together inside-face-to-inside-face. 
Such a seam and end seal can be provided with a web 

which is heat Sealable on one side only by placing the 
heat Sealable side on the inside of the container. The 
Sealing strip is heat Sealable on two sides and conse 
quently Seals not only to the marginal portions of the 
Web adjoining the abuttingedges but also Sealsto the op 
posite wal of the container where the strip passes through 
the transverse Seals at the ends of the packages. 

f prefer to incorporate in the Sealing strip a tear string 
which is located centraly ofthe strip and which maybe 
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pulled out between the abuttingedges of the Web to rip 
the sealing strip apart along these edges. The tear String 
is particularly adapted to controlled or progreSSive open 
ing of the package which,in the case of a tetrahedron, 
for example,permits the opening through which the con 
tents are removed to be progressively expanded aS the 
1evel of the contents is lowered. 
Whenthe transverse end Seals lie Substantiallyin planes 

of 90° to each other to form a tetrahedral Shaped con 
tainer,the longitudinal Seam is located in the tube to 
extend from one lateral end of one end Seal acroSS a 
single triangular Side of the container and centrally acroSS 
the otherend closure. In this position the Seam can be 
1ocated entirely on the bottom of the container. 
A butt type longitudinal Seal of this character pro 

duces a neat,unobvious Seam which contributes material 
1y to a pleasing appearance to a package. It also per 
mits a design or a text printed on the exterior Surface of 
the container to occupy three of the four Sides Within any 
break or interruption cauSed by a Seam and eVen eXtend 
across the Seam with only a minimum interruption Since 
the Surface containing the Seam is Substantially con 
tinuous. 
How the above objects and advantages of my inven 

tion,as well as others not Specificaly mentioned,are 
attained Will be more easily underStood by reference to 
the following deScription and to the anneXed drawing in 
Which; 
FIG,1 is a Side elevation of a tetrahedral containerem 

bodying myinvention. 
FIG,2is a plan view of the container of FIG,1. 
FIG,3 is an enlarged fragmentary Section on line 3?3 

of FIG. 1,the thickness of the web and Sealing Strip 
being exaggerated for purposes of ilustration. 
FIG,4is an enlarged fragmentary Section on line 4?4 

of FIG,1,the thicknesses of the web and strip again be 
ingexaggerated. 
FIG.5is an enlarged fragmentary Side elevation of the 

upper corner of the container of FIG,1, 
FIG,6 is a view similar to FIG,5 illustrating an 

initial Step in opening the container. 
FIG,7is a diagramillustrating stepsin the formation 

of the longitudinal Seam. 
FIG,8 is a plan view of an opened tetrahedral con 

tainer illustrating how the opening may be progressively 
eXpanded. 
FIG,9 is a perspective of a fiat container embodying 

myinvention. 
Referring now to the drawing,thereis shownin FIGS. 

1 and 2 a completed container C of tetrahedral shapeil 
lustrating a preferred embodiment of the inyention. The 
construction of the containeris most easily understood by 
describing various steps involved in the manufacture of 
the container,as will now be done, 
Making containers of various shapes from a continu 

Ous Web is So Wel Known in the art as to make unneces 
Sary the recitation in detail of all the stepsinvolved in 
the forming and/or Shaping of the web and appaartus 
therefor. Commonly,the operation offorming contain 
erS Starts With unrolling the web as a continuous,planar 
member from a rol. The web is then formed around a 
mandrel of Suitable Size and Shape to produce a tubular 
member,Such an operationis disclosed in Rausing Pat 
ent No,2,741,079 mentioned above. 
The web Wis iHustrated diagrammatically in FIG,7 

afterit has assumed this tubularshape. The web W may 
be considered as being any one of a number ofthin,fexi 
ble materials that is heat Sealable on the face which 
becomes the inner face of the tube and the subsequent 
container. Of course the inventionis not limited to ma 
terials Which are heat sealable on one face only. Usual 
and typical materials are paper stock coated with awater 
resistant Sealing compound, of a laminated stock which 
includes a core layer ofpaper,a coating ofsyntheticresin 
or a plastic Substance,and an outer layer of metal foil, 
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Various other combinations of material are available and 
may be used but a typical laminated Web W of this lat 
ter construction iSillustrated in FIG,4. 
The metal foil 1? is placed on the outSide of the com 

pleted package and normally carries printing,art Work, 
orthe Jike that contributes to the appearance of the pack 
age,The coating of synthetic resin 12is placed on the 
inside of the package where it provides a barrier to ab 
sorption of moisture by paper core 14 from the contents 
of the package. The layer of paper or board 14is ab 
sorbent material and must be protected from receiying 
moisture from the contents of the containerif the Seal is 
to remain strong. The inner coating12is usually of Such 
a character as to render the inner face of the Web heat 
Sealable by the application of heat and pressure. 
When the Web is formed into a tubularshape as Shown 

in FfG.7,the longitdinaledges f5and 16atopposite Sides 
of the Web are brought together in abutting relation as 
shown in FIG.4,In this position,marginal portions i7 
and 18 of the Web adjoiningedges 15 and 16 reSpectively, 
both overie Sealing Strip 29. The Sealing Strip is a con 
tinuous Ihember placed inside the tube and extending 
parallel to abutting edges 15 and 16,When the partSare 
in the position Shown in FIG.7,the marginal portions 17 
and ?8 of the Web adjoiningedges ?5and 16can be Sealed 
to Strip 2@ by the application thereto of heat and preSSure. 
This may be accomplished by a member2í applyingpres 
Sure in the direction of arroW 22 to preSS the Web against 
8ealing strip 29. The sealing Strip may be backed up by 
suitable abutment member24 which typically may be the 
mandrel around which web W is shaped. It will be 
understood that heat may be applied to the joint by any 
Suitabie means,as by a heated member 21 or by a high 
frequency electromagneticfield. 

Sealing Strip 2@isitSelf Sealable on two Sides and may 
be of any construction or material providing this charac 
teristic,AS One example of a Suitable material,but With 
Out imiting the invention thereto,Sealing strip 20 may be 
a homogeneous Strip of thermoplastic resin Such as poly 
ethylene. AlSo by Way of example,another Suitable Seal 
ing Strip is a product marketed by MinneSota Mining and 
Manufacturing Company under the trade name "Scotch 
Pak° and Which is a polyesterflm coated on both Sides 
With a Sealing coat which will Seal to itself and also to 
many Other laminated Stocks commonly used for making 
packages or containers. Either of these Sealing strips are 
moisture resistant and adequately protect the cutedges15 
and ?6 of the Web from any contact with moisture inside 
the completed container. 
To prevent the Seaing strip from adheringto abutment 

24,the latter member may be made from or coated with 
SOme SubStance to Which the Strip does not adhere,for 
exampie,a tertafuoroethylene polymer,commonly 
known aS"Teflon." 
Each package is completed by compressing the tube in 

a Zone extending transversely across the tube to bringto 
gether oppoSing Walls of the tube. The web material be 
ing heat Sealable on the inside face,a transverse sealis 
made by the application of heat and pressure at the time 
of compreSSing the walls to bring them togetherinface 
to-face relation. As a result,the walls are sealed to 
gether inside-face-to-inside-face. In its broader aspect 
the preSentinventionis not necessarily limited to a trans 
VerSe Seal Ofthis charactersince undersome circumstances 
otherSuitabletypes ofclosure maybeused,includingpres 
Sure SenSitive or Water Soluble adhesives,staples,and so 
@Il? 

These transverse Seals are ordinarily formed one ata 
time andin Succession atspacedintervals alongthelength 
of the tube Since each transverse seal closes the lower 
end of the tube,a charge of contents can then be placed 
in the tube above the Seal Then anothertransverse seal 
is placed acroSS the tube above the contents to complete 
the package and enclose the contents. Individaul pack 
ages are Severedfrom thetube by cuttingthroughthetube 
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at one of the Seals. Each of the transverse Seals thus 
?rovides a portion of the Sealed area 25 or 261ocated at 
eachend ofthetube Segmentwhichbecomes anindividual 
package. As Seenin FIGS.1 and2,thetwo end Seals25 
and 26 are Substantialy in planes at approximately 90° 
to each other,thus producing a four-Sided container haV 
ingfoursimilartriangular Sides. 

Because Sealing strip 20 is heat Sealable on both Sides 
or faces,it Seals readily either to itSelf Where it paSSes 
through Seal25 or to the opposing wall of the container 
where it passes through end Seal 26. This characteristic 
insures that both end Seals are unbroken by the presence 
of strip 20 and thatthe contents ofthe container will not 
leakor sift out through any minute opening at or around 
the location of the Sealing Strip asit passes through the 
end SealedareaS. 
In placing the transverse Seals,the Seal25is So located 

that strip 2@ is folded back upon itself where it passes 
through the Seal 25 andis thus located at one lateral end 
of the elongated Sealed area. From this location the 
1ongitudinal Seam formed by the Sealingstrip passes over 
only onetriangularside ofthe container,as shownin FIG, 
2. In a Symmetrical package the Seam bisects this Side 
of the package. Accordingly,the Seam and the Sealing 
striparelocated centrally ofthe otherend Seal26. 
To obtain the mostfavorable appearance,the container 

asso far deScribed can be displayed with the longitudinal 
Seam completely hidden. This is done by resting the 
?ackage on the side whichis shown uppermostin FIGS.1 
and 2. The one Side croSSed by the Seam is thus at the 
bottom of the package where the Seam is not seen. The 
other three Sides of the container preSent Smooth,unin 
terrupted Surfaces to receive printing or designs of any 
character without any discontinuity created by the pres 
ence of the longitudinal Seam crossing a portion of the 
Side,Abutt Seam as deScribed,When located at an end 
of one of the transverse Seals,eliminates any problem of 
foldingthrough multiple thickneSSes,and produces a com 
pletely reliable Seal atthe ends of the container. 

In a preferred embodiment of my invention,Sealing 
strip 20 includes a tear string 30 attached to the inner 
face of the Sealing strip and extending longitudinally of 
the strip midway betweenits longitudinaledges. In mak 
ing the container,this tear stringis located directly be 
neath the abutting edges 15 and 16 of the web. While 
these abutting edges may be in contact with each other, 
itis preferred that they be notin contact witheachother 
but yery closelyspaced(FIG.4)whenthe tearstringis 
provided. Thistear string canthen be more easilypuled 
out between the two edges,ripping apart the Sealingstrip 
to provide an opening in the container Wal. This is 
facilitated by making the Sealing strip of lesser strength 
than the Web constituting the container Wal. 
As shown particularlyin FIGS.3 and 5,the tear string 

30 crosses Sealed area 25 at a position very close to one 
1ateraledge. At this location on the container,the edges 
15 and 16 of the webare disposed substantiallyin a com 
mon plane and the tear string can be puled outfrom be 
tween them bytearing through only the thickness of the 
sealing strip. 
When the completed containerissevered from the tube 

by making a tranSverse cut in Sealed area 25,the tear 
string is cut flush with the end of the container. In 
order to free it for purpoSes of opening the package, 
Sealed area 25is formed with a line of weakness which 
interSects the tear String,preferably at or near the inner 
end of the Sealed area,Apreferred means for defining 
this line of weakness is a row of Smal,closely spaced 
perforations32 commencing at the outer end of the con 
tainer and extending inwardy across sealed area 25 to 
intersect the tear string. The sealed area can be torn 
with relative ease from one perforation to the next,per 
mitting a triangular corner 34to be torn of as shown in 
FIG. 6. The terminal portion of tear string30 is now 
free and the string can be pulled from lefttorightin FIG, 
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1 along the longitudinal Seam and between edges 15 and 
16to tearthe sealingstrip20. 

It will be noticed thatthe opening35 made in the con 
tainer starts at the highest point of the container so that 
none of the contents spil or1eakout when the openingis 
firstmade. The size of the opening can be made as large 
as desired bypuling the tear string agreater orlesser dis 
tance from the Seal 25,This is a particularly useful 
characteristic in the case of a food product packaged in 
the container which can be eaten with a spoon. As the 
contents are removed and their level drops,the opening 
can be progressively enlarged asindicatedat35a and 355 
in broken ines in FIG.8 to provide continuingease of 
access to alportions of the container. 

In the case of a tetrahedral package made of transpar 
ent material,itis dificult to measure by eye the quantity 
remaining in the package,when partially emptied,be 
cause the volume of the contentsis notin direct propor 
tion to the height of the contents above the bottom. 
When desired or necessary to make a close estimate of 
the volume of the contents,a scale 40 is printed on the 
outside of the container. Such a scale may be graduated 
in any Unit of volume,Such as ounces,cubic centimeters, 
and the like. A scale of this character permits the user 
to measure a Specific quantity of the contents emptied 
from the container or to determine from inspection by 
reference to the Scale the volume or quantity of the con 
tents remaining in the partially emptied container. Ob 
viously,because of the shape of the containerthe utity 
of Sucha Scale depends uponits accuratepositioningupon 
the package and more particularly with respect to one of 
the seals. While ingeneral the scale must be positioned 
properly between the two end seals 25 and 26,it more 
particularly is located at a fixed distance from the end 
Seal25 or26to measure the contents. Printing mayalso 
be placed on the Web in a predetermined position to be 
adjacent the line of weakness established byperforations 
32 Which are formed at the time that Sealed area 25is 
formed. Such printing would include instructions to 
the userforfreeingthe end of the tearstringandusingit 
to open the container, 

In Some ofits aspects,my invention can be embodied 
in_a flat or envelope type container having two principal 
sides,asilustratedin FIG,9. In thistype of container, 
the end Seals 37 and 38 are Substantially in a common 
plane instead of being rotated 90° with respect to one 
another as is the case with end seals 25 and,26. The 
longitudinal Seam is formed in the manner described 
above and is located at the end of at least one of the 
transverse seals,A Section through the end of trans 
VerSe Seal37would appearasin FIG.3. However,since 
the two seals 37 and 38 are in the same plane,the longi 
tudinal Seam continues down an edge of the package, 
the abutting edges of the web being indicated at 39. 
Hence the Sealing strip 20in thistype ofpackage crosses 
both end Seals 37 and 38. A row of perforations32 or 
other means establishing a line of weakness may be pro 
Vided to facitate freeing one end of the tear string,as 
already described. The package is thus opened along 
One edge rather than across one ofits principalfaces and 
the two large exposed surfaces on the package are left 
free and Uninterruptedforprinting,artworkand the1ike. 
From the foregoingit wil be realized that various 

changesinthedesignandconstructionofpackagesarepos 
sible within the scope of my invention;and accordingly 
itisto be understoodthattheforegoing deScriptioniscon 
Sideredtobeilustrative ofratherthanlimitative upon,the 
invention as defined bythe appended claims, 

I claim: 
1,Afiled package comprising a tube formed from a 

Web offiexiblepackagingmaterialand being heat-sealable 
ontheinside,thelongitudinaledges ofthe web beingcon 
tiguous and Secured together by a sealingstrip on the in 
Side of the tube,said strip being heat-sealable on bothits 
faces and lappingand heat-sealed to the longitudinalmar 
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gins of the Web thereby providing a longitudinal tube 
Seam,each end of the tube being cloSed by a tranSVerSe 
inside-face-to-inside-face heat Seal,one of Said tranSVerSe 
Seals comprising an end portion of the tube fiattened in 
such a plane that the portion of the Web included there 
inis folded ona fold line at one end of Said one tranSVerSe 
Seal and the longitudinaledges of said portion of the Web 
are locatedatthe cornerof the package atthe other end of 
Said one tranSyerse Seal With the end portion of Said 
strip atsaid cornerfolded on a fold line at Said other end 
of Said one tranSVerse Seal,a tearing member Secured to 
said strip on the inside thereof extending longitudinally 
of the strip Substantially in register with Said contiguous 
1ongitudinal edges of the web,the interengaging faces 
of Said folded end portion of Said strip being heat-Sealed 
togetheraboutthe tearing memberwith Said tearing mem 
berterminatingatthe ends of Said strip within Said trans 
verse Seals,and a line of WeakneSS at Said corner extend 
inginward from the reSpective end ofthe tube across Said 
one transyerSe Sealand acroSSthe reSpective end portion of 
Said Strip to provide a tear-of corner portion of Said one 
transverse Seal and Said Strip for freeing the reSpective 
end of the tearing member Whereby the tearing member 
along With the tear-of corner portion heat-Sealed there 
aboutmay begripped and pulled to tearthe Strip between 
the contiguousedges of the Web. 

2. A filled tetrahedron-Shaped package comprising a 
tube formed from a Web of fexible packaging material 
and being heat-Sealable on the inside,the longitudinal 
edges of the Web being contiguous and Secured together 
by a Sealing strip on the inside of the tube,Said Strip 
being heat-Sealable on both its faces and lapping and 
heat-Sealed to the longitudinal margins of the Web there 
by providing a longitudinal tube Seam,each end of the 
tube being closed by a tranSVerSeinSide-face-to-inside-face 
heat Seal,each of Said tranSVerSe Seals comprising a fat 
tened end portion of the tube,one of Said transverse 
Seals being fiattened in such a plane that the portion of 
the Web included therein is folded on a fold line at one 
end of Said one tranSverse Seal and the longitudinaledges 
of Said portion of the Web are locatedat the corner of the 
package at the other end of Said one transverse seal,the 
end portion of Said Strip at Said corner being folded gen 
erally in half on a longitudinal fold line at Said other 
end of Said one tranSverSe Seal With the adjacent faces of 
the folded end portion being heat-Sealed together,the 
other transverse Seal beingfiattenedin a plane at such an 
angle to the first-mentioned plane as to form a tetra 
hedron-shaped package with four triangular sides,and 
said longitudinal Seam includingsaid Strip extending from 
Said corner acroSS One triangular side only of the package 
and acroSS the other tranSverSe Seal betWeen the ends of 
the latter,the other end portion of said strip Iying fat 
and unfolded Within Said other transyerSe Seal, 

3. A filled tetrahedron-shaped package as set forth in 
claim 2 further comprising a tearing member Secured to 
Said strip on the inside thereof extending longitudinally 
of the Strip Substantially in register with Said contiguous 
longitudinal edges of the web adapted for being pulled 
to tear the strip between the contiguousedges of the web. 
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4,A filled package as Set forth in claim 3 Wherein 

the adjacent faces of the folded end portion of the Strip 
are heat-Sealed together about the tearing member and 
Said tearing member terminates at the ends of Said strip 
within Said transverse Seals and wherein a line of Weak 
ness is provided at Said corner extending inWard from 
the respective end of the tube acroSS Said one tranSverSe 
Seal and across the respective end portion of Said Strip 
to provide a tear-of corner portion of Said one trans 
verse seal and Said strip for freeing the reSpective end 
of the tearing member, 

5. A fled package comprising a tube formed from a 
Web of flexible packaging material and being heat-Seal 
able on the inside,the longitudinal edges of the Web be 
ing contiguous and Secured together by a sealing Strip on 
the inSide of the tube,Said Strip being heat-Sealable on 
bothits faces and lapping and heat-Sealed to the longitu 
dinal margins of the web thereby providing a longitudinal 
tube Seam,each end of the tube being closed by a trans 
VerSe inSide-face-to-inSide-face heat Seal,each of Said 
tranSVerSe Seals comprising a flattened end portion of 
the tube,each tranSVerSe Seal being flattened in the Same 
plane with this plane Such that the portion of the Web 
included in each transverse Seal is folded on a fold line 
at one end of the tranSVerse Seal and the longitudinal 
edges of Said portion of the Web are located at the corner 
of the package at the other end of the transverse Seal, 
said Strip being folded throughout its length on a fold 
1ine defining one Side edge of the package and Said strip 
havingits endportionsincludedin the corners of thepack 
ages at the ends of Said Side edge of the package,a tear 
ing member Secured to Said Strip extending longitudinally 
of the strip within the fold of the strip,the interengaging 
faces of Said folded end portions being heat-sealed to 
gether about the tearing member With Said tearing mem 
ber terminatingat the ends of Said Strip within Said trans 
verse Seals,and a line of Weakness at one of Said cor 
nerS extendinginWard from the reSpective end of the tube 
acroSS the reSpective tranSVerse Sealand the respective end 
portion of Said Strip to provide a tear-of corner portion 
of this transverse Seal and the strip for freeing the respec 
tive end of the tearing member wherebythe tearing mem 
ber along With the tear-of corner portion heat-Sealed 
thereabout may be gripped and puled to tear the strip 
alongthe fold thereof. 
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